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ODI High
Performance Road
Bar Tape £19.99
Can be a faff to fit but worth it. Well
padded tape with grip that's perfect for
wet or sweaty hands
Weight 70g Contact www.ison-distribution.com
by Stuart Kerton July 6, 2015
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ODI High Performance Road Bar Tape

Wrapping your handlebar with shiny new
tape is worth taking your time over, and with
the ODI High Performance tape that's exactly
what you have to do. It's not the easiest to put
on – but your patience will be rewarded.
The tape is 2.5mm thick and comprises an
elastomeric outer layer backed with foam to take
out any road buzz heading for your wrists. It's
pretty comfortable too, even without any form of
padded gloves, having a decent level of squish
while maintaining a solid grip.

Find your nearest dealer here
Buy this online here
The outer layer has a degree of tackiness to it
which is brilliant in the wet or when your hands
are sweaty, plus it's very hard wearing. The shiny
finish has stayed bright and if it does get dirty
you can just use a damp cloth to clean it.
The outer holds its shape well, which is great on
the bike but can make fitting a little more time
consuming, especially on tighter bends around
the brake levers. It's worth really taking your
time here as the finished result looks very
professional.

Here's how we roll at road.cc: every
product is thoroughly tested for as long
as it takes to get a real insight into
whether it works or not. Our reviewers
are experienced cyclists that we trust
to be objective, and we strive to ensure
that all opinions expressed are backed
up by facts, but reviews are always a
reviewer's informed opinion, not a
definitive verdict. We don't intentionally
try to break anything (except locks) but
we do try to look for weak points in any
design. The overall score is not just an
average of the other scores. It reflects
both a product's function and value.
Good scores are more common than bad,
because fortunately good products are
more common than bad. Here's what
they mean:
Perfect
Exceptional
Very good
Good
Quite good
Okay
Not so good
Poor

Extra depth
There is another option if you want a bit more
padding: ODI's Road/CX Bar Tape (£21.99). This

Bad
Appalling

has a similar construction to the High
Performance but with both medium and high
density backing for more shock absorbing while
only increasing the thickness by 1mm. That extra

Latest blogs
Tour of Cambs makes dreams come true

depth is beneficial if you spend a lot of time in the

jimmythecuckoo, June 29, 2015

rough back lanes or ride an extremely harsh

Can you race on a £450 bike?

frame.

Dave Atkinson, June 19, 2015

I prefer a thin tape so the 2.5mm High

Are some London cabbies becoming too
arrogant, asks Jenny Jones

Performance was ideal for me, though riding the
two back to back I was amazed at the Road/CX's
extra shock absorption without a massive
increase in bar diameter.

Pick a colour
Colour coordination is an important factor when
it comes to changing your bar tape and you get
more options with the High Performance, eight in
fact. Blue, Lime, Black, Celeste, Pink, Red, White,
and Yellow. You only get half of those with the
Road/CX – Blue, Black, Lime and Red – but with a
cut out pattern in the outer the white backing
shows through.
Both come with decent quality end plugs and a
decent length of finishing tape – one of the first
I've used that didn't require help from electrical
tape.
Overall I really like the ODI bar tapes, although
for ease of fitting they lose out to the likes of
Fabric and Lizard Skins. But where they excel is
comfort and longevity.
The 2.5mm version is perfect for the majority of
road riding with or without gloves, though if you
take in a bit of gravel tracks or pothole strewn
lanes the 3.5mm offers a lot more comfort for
little bulk.

Verdict
Can be a faff to fit but worth it. Well padded tape
with grip that's perfect for wet or sweaty hands
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Make and model: ODI High Performance Road Bar
Tape
Size tested: 2.5mm

Events coming up

Tell us what the product is for, and who it's aimed at.
What do the manufacturers say about it? How does
that compare to your own feeling s about it?
Aftermarket bar tape that offers excellent grip in allweather conditions, with two thickness options
depending on your padding requirements.

Winchester Wiggler
July 6, 2015 - 08:00

Tell us some more about the technical aspects of the
product?
High Performance
*Thickness: 2.5mm
*Includes: Finishing Tape and Bar End Plugs
*Extra soft and tacky elastomeric outer layer for
excellent traction in all conditions
*Backed with shock reducing foam for a smoother
ride and less fatigue
*Textured surface pattern for improved traction
Road/CX
*Thickness: 3.5mm
*Includes: Finishing Tape and Bar End Plugs
*Extra soft and tacky elastomeric outer layer for
excellent traction in all conditions
*Includes both high and medium density backing for
improved shock absorption and a smoother ride
*Cut away outer layer provides improved gripping
power regardless of condition

Rat Race The Crossing
July 10, 2015 - 06:00

Rate the product for quality of construction:
8/10
Rate the product for performance:
8/10
Rate the product for durability:
9/10
Rate the product for weight, if applicable:
8/10
Rate the product for comfort, if applicable:
8/10
Rate the product for value:
8/10
Tell us how the product performed overall when
used for its desig ned purpose
A great level of comfort and grip.
Tell us what you particularly liked about the product
The grip with wet hands.

Pedal for Parkinson's - Stratford upon
Avon
July 6, 2015 - 09:00

Youth grasstrack races Peterborough
July 10, 2015 - 18:30
Tour de France Pyrenees 2015
July 11, 2015 (All day)

road.cc

Week of Jul 6, 2015 - Jul 12,
2015

290 7,716.9km 304h 51m 62,071
RIDES

DISTANCE

TIME

ELEVATION

View all of road.cc's activity on Strava »

Tell us what you particularly disliked about the
product
Fiddly to fit on tight bends.
Did you enjoy using the product? Yes
Would you consider buying the product? Yes
Would you recommend the product to a friend? Yes
Use this box to explain your score
On the whole some very decent bar tape, which offers
comfort and grip with longevity. You can get tape a lot
cheaper, but the ODI HP gives a very professional
looking finish and will stay looking new for a long
time.

Overall rating: 8/10
About the tester
Ag e: 36 Height: 180cm Weig ht: 76kg

I usually ride: Kinesis T2 My best bike is: Mason
Definition
I've been riding for: 10-20 years I ride: Every day I
would class myself as: Expert
I reg ularly do the following types of riding : time
trialling, commuting, club rides, sportives,
fixed/singlespeed
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I can see a square cut end of the bar tape in the second
picture, under / left of the black ODI tape
not finished properly? should have a taper cut so its a
seamless finish, and nothing to catch on which will cause
the tape to unravell
Login or register to post comments
posted by hampstead_bandit [401
posts]
6th July 2015 - 11:10
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